
 

LEVEL 2 DIPLOMA IN INTEGRAL SOUND HEALING 

(1-2-1 CLIENTS)

EARLY BIRD PRICE EXTENDED TO 31st AUGUST 2018

$2154 ($2310 from 1st September) SAVE $156

PLUS GET 3 VALUABLE BONUS GIFTS WORTH $1150

Why you should do practitioner level sound healing training:-

Personal transformation, growth and healing

With the professional training we provide, you’ll learn effective techniques that will support 
you personally in times of stress and imbalance.  You’ll clear deeper unresolved emotional 
issues and transform your relation with your Self, family and colleagues.

Help your loved ones effectively

With the blossoming confidence, knowledge and skills that you’ll get from this course, 
you’ll be able to more effectively help people that are close to you - you’ll make a real dif-
ference in people’s lives
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Build and develop your career / business doing work you love

Many of our students who have completed this course have gone on to build successful 
careers in sound healing.  Some have specialised in niches such as working with people 
with autism; some have got contracts with residential and day care centres; others have 
expanded an existing practice by integrating sound healing into existing health care provi-
sion.

Learn to be effective and have confidence in your skills and knowledge 

There are no short-cuts to becoming a true expert in sound healing.  Our Diploma course 
is not a money-grabbing, quick-fix approach whereby you get certified simply by attending 
one or two weekend workshops.  Most people who do that type of training aren’t success-
ful as sound healers.

As with any skill, it takes time and effort to become an expert.  With our professional train-
ing we guide you along a 12 month process to develop the knowledge, skills and confid-
ence to succeed.  

This is a life transforming journey with healing sounds!

Why you should do practitioner level sound healing training 
with SHA:-

Approved training provider with the International Institute for Complement-
ary Therapists (IICT) 

When you qualify with us you can get professional insurance through the IICT to practice 
sound healing in many countries worldwide - including USA, Canada, Australia, Europe.
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Comprehensive

Our Level 2 Diploma is one of the most comprehensive sound healing training programs 
available anywhere in the world.  In addition to covering how to play many instruments (not 
just one or two), we teach you how to integrate them in a unique sound healing process 
that draws on solid science and research in this field that’s happened over the past 40 
years.

Practical skills training

In this course we don’t just teach you the theory behind sound healing, we also teach you 
advanced practical skills and techniques for how to do it, and we guide you through a 
learning process that encourages you to practice these skills until you are competent and 
confident.

Personal support all along the way

Unlike most workshop and online courses, you are not left on you own to try and figure 
how to follow a program and how to keep motivated to complete it.  With us you’ll be as-
signed a personal tutor who is able to support and coach you along your learning journey.  
You’ll also get extra personal help from our support team and by getting active in our 
closed Facebook support group.  Plus you’ll be able to ask questions and get answers in a 
series of live Webinars.

Integral - honouring the science, art and spirit of sound healing

We facilitate healing most effectively when we engage with our clients as integral beings - 
embracing body, emotions, mind, soul and spirit - informed by science, guided by intuition 
and drawing on ancient wisdom.  This is the basis of the integral model for sound healing 
that we teach on this course.

Life -time access to learning resources

When you’ve successfully qualified with our Diploma, it’s helpful to have a resource that 
you can refer back to when you need it.  We’ve got you covered on this one too.  You’ll get 
life-time access to our online learning centre.

Choice to focus on what you like, want and need

With us you are not obliged to spend a lot of money on sound healing instruments that you 
don’t feel in tune with.  Instead you can elect to focus on those that you like and love, and, 
if you have a tight budget, on those that involve the least cost.  You are required to choose 
3 out of 6 main instruments to study - select from tuning forks; Tibetan bowls; crystal 
bowls; your healing voice; gongs and drums.  You get automatic access to all 6 instrument 
Modules included in the standard fee, so you're welcome to study more than 3 instruments 
if you wish.
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Opportunities for the right people to develop a career in SHA

The Sound Healing Academy is a growing international network with students and practi-
tioners in over 60 countries worldwide.  Opportunities arise for people with the right mix of 
skills, background experience and intention to develop their career and broaden their in-
come stream with us as an affiliate, tutor and teacher.

What you'll learn on this course:-

• the science, art and spirit of integral sound healing
• how to work effectively with advanced sound healing skills and techniques
• how to carry out energy assessments and produce treatment plans appropriate to 

your clients 1-2-1
• tried and tested sound healing protocols
• how to apply our unique 10-Step Process of Integral Sound Healing
• how to develop and launch a successful business as a sound healer working 1-2-1 

with clients
 

What you'll get when you join this course:-

• access to our our world-class online learning centre with practical, how-to-do-it 
video tutorials; Handbooks with the theory behind the practice; Workbooks to guide 
your practice and other great learning resources (300 hours of training)

• 4 x 30 minute live personal coaching session from Anne to guide your learning and 
development 

• Personal coaching from our support team when you post comments and questions 
in our learning portal 
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• Opportunity to network with others in our global sound healing community through 
our Facebook support group and in our live group coaching sessions

• Assessment of your workbooks and case-studies, with personal feedback 
• Our coveted Level 2 Diploma in Integral Sound Healing for 1-2-1 Clients
• Access to Professional Indemnity Insurance through the International Institute for 

Complementary Therapists (IICT).

Plus you’ll get 3 Bonus Gifts with value of $1150:-

GIFT #1:

New course: Sound Healing and the Autonomic Nervous System

VALUE: $475

GIFT #2:

Foundational Wellness Coaching skills and techniques to enhance the effectiveness of the 
sound healing process.

VALUE: $405

GIFT #3:

5 x live, interactive Webinars and Group Coaching Sessions to support your learning and 
development, with questions & answers

VALUE: $270

Here’s what people said about our last 5-day Level 2 workshop course 
in April 2018:-

“This is a course that works on heart, mind, body and spirit. It’s holistic approach is 
presented beautifully by Anne”

Marisa Allen

“I thoroughly enjoyed this 5 day workshop and would have been happy for it to continue for 
longer. All participants blended together with the teacher and helpers to become a harmo-
nious and melodious crucible, learning from each other and enjoying so much, each oth-
ers’ unique wisdom and fragrance”  5 Stars!

Anita Cassidy Bowman

“Fantastic hands-on workshop! I learned so much from Anne and her gentle way of teach-
ing. Lots of great instruments to practice with and beautifully held space overall. Great 
support and material given” 5 stars!

Adriana Perez
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“This workshop is wonderful, a true delight for learning the art of sound healing, so much 
easily learned online information is an added bonus! Anne is delightful and a dedicated 
teacher, very humble and effective” 5 stars!

Melody Bass

“I am full of gratitude for attending this workshop. I have had a wonderful opportunity here 
for self-healing and growth. I’m so very inspired to share sound healing to others for their 
own healing benefits.” 5 stars!

Tazana Karjana

“I found this course very informative, stimulating and affirming. It was well presented with 
lots of care. The flow from the first day to the next was fluid and almost felt organic (even 
though it was organised) “ 5 stars!

Yogeesvaran Selvadurai

“It is soooo beneficial coming to a face to face 5 day workshop to really experience in your 
own journey intensely what you are asking others to experience with you as clients. Thor-
oughly recommend this blended workshop!” 5 Stars!

Suzanne Wilson - Lambert

“Thank you Anne for providing a wonderful space of facilitation for very deep and neces-
sary steps to becoming a quality sound healer. I loved the flowing nature of the course”

Jenn Robinson

“This is a healing workshop where you learn how to use sound to inspire and empower 
healing in others by healing the self first. Incredible - Inspiring - Rejuvenating!! Excited to 
start this new journey!” 5 Stars!

Tina Meyer

"This Level 2 Diploma workshop is the perfect step for those wishing to pursue a career in 
Sound Healing. Personally it has been life - transforming. I cannot wait to bring sound 
healing to others! 5 Stars!”

Jordan Christie

“Not only educational but enriching and fun! It’s so beneficial to have the opportunity to do 
so much practice work in a supervised and very nurturing environment, Run another one!! 
…..Refresher workshop! Any excuse to get back here with Anne and this awesome group 
again!” 5 Stars!

Natalie Faber-Castell

“For the 3rd time being here with Anne it’s been life - changing for means I would spread 
the word totally about this amazing modality of sound!” 5 Stars! 

Mandi McDonald
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Here’s what people are saying about this Level 2 course overall:

“This course was very helpful to me personally and it has been a great help to the over 
135 people I have seen thus far. It’s concise and fluid and I am so happy to have found it. I 
can’t thank Anne Ridgway enough for her skill, dedication and knowledge in helping me 
gain all that I have from the course. Yes I watched the videos and read the tutorials and 
completed all the modules, but without her help it wouldn't have worked. She is a wonder-
ful teacher.
This is a transformational course setting you on a path to heal and use a natural modality 
to help people with all sorts of disorders and needs. It is beautiful in its healing opportunit-
ies and for the right person is a way of giving back to people what they need to push on in 
this crazy world we live in. I trust it and believe in it very strongly.”

Glen Brace

LEVEL 2 GROUPS 25% DISCOUNT

There is a 25% discount for the Level 2 Diploma in Integral Sound Healing for 
Groups, should you wish to undertake both courses.  The dates for this work-
shop course are: 21 - 25 November 2018.

Here's what people are saying about the Level 2 Groups workshop 
course that we ran in 2017: 

“An open, safe learning opportunity has been created and held by Anne, 
Tracey and the Sound Healing Academy. I leave feeling educated, inspired 
and nurtured all at the same time”

Megan Shaws

“This workshop has been a fantastic way to share combined wisdom and in-
sight into Sound Healing” 5 stars!

Ernestine

“5 days of experiential learning which have been enlightening and provided 
loads of insight on Sound for Groups” 5 stars!

Lisa Matousek

“I thought it was a really good Course (workshop), very different to Level 1 
and I thought it was great learning to work with others/personalities and see-
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ing what everyone came up with and the cooperation of team work, really en-
joyed it! “ 5 stars!

Stephanie Moore

CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS OF OUR LEVEL 2 COURSE FOR GROUPS

If you’d like to join both Level 2 courses and get this discount, please 
contact: support@academyofsoundhealing.com 

PLEASE NOTE:

For this Level 2 courses, you need to have joined our Level 1 course - either 
workshop workshop or online.  However, you do not need to have completed 
the Level 1 course before booking your spot on a Level 2 workshop course.

EARLY BIRD PRICE EXTENDED TO: 31st AUGUST 2018

$2154 ($2310 from 1st September) SAVE $156

PLUS GET 3 VALUABLE BONUS GIFTS WORTH OVER $1000

You'll get all this today for $2154 when you join now with a deposit of $646 plus 
a payment plan of $502.70 x 3 months

click here to join
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https://www.academyofsoundhealing.com/p/level-2-diploma-integral-sound-healing-groups-5-day-immersion-australia-nov-2018
mailto:support@academyofsoundhealing.com
https://www.academyofsoundhealing.com/p/events-level-2-diploma-integral-sound-healing-1-2-1-clients-5-day-immersion-australia-september-2018

